Wedge Enclosure
Installation Instructions
UL-50E Certificate # E518622

Step 1: Open the enclosure by removing the two screws located on the front edge of the plastic cover. Lift plastic
lid off. Hardware kit and AP mounting adapter will be inside. Adjust mounting feet as needed.
Step 2: Locate the mounting base where the enclosure is to be installed. The enclosure needs to be positioned as
shown in the figure to the right to allow the lid to be installed after all equipment is installed. Hardware to install the
base to the ground is not supplied.

Step 3: Determine how power/data cable will enter the enclosure.
The enclosure comes with a plug at back corner on both sides of
the metal base. A hole seal and cord grip are included. Conduit
fittings for conduit installs must be provided by the customer.

knockout

Recommendation: Install the hole seal into any unused knockout
to prevent water ingress.

Mounting holes qty 4
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Step 4: AP Install
Aruba 500 series APs and newer can be mounted directly to the bracket that is installed to the base. Remove the
factory bracket that comes with the AP by removing the 2 screws. Attach the AP to the enclosure mounting bracket
using the longer, m4 screws provided in the hardware kit. This requires the bracket to be removed from the base.
Factory Bracket

Wedge Bracket

Aruba 300 series APs and older come with a factory T-bar clip. Attach the supplied T-bar to AP adapter bracket
with supplied qty 2 #6-32 screws. Attach AP adapter bracket with T-bar to the wedge bracket using 2 screws
inserted from under wedge bracket. Snap AP to T bar.

T-Bar
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Cisco Low Profile Bracket
Attach the AP adapter plate to the wedge bracket using 2 screws. Attach the Cisco factory bracket to the AP
adapter plate using 4 screws.
Cisco bracket installed

Adapter plate on Wedge bracket

Cisco Universal Bracket
Attach the AP adapter plate to the wedge bracket using 2 screws. Attach the Cisco factory bracket to the AP
adapter plate using 2 screws.
Cisco bracket installed

Adapter plate on Wedge bracket

Fortinet Bracket
Attach the AP adapter plate to the wedge bracket using 2 screws. Attach the Fortinet factory bracket to the AP
adapter plate using 4 screws.
Fortinet Bracket installed

Adapter plate on Wedge bracket

Step 5: Slide plastic lid on and secure with 2 screws. Tamper proof screws are provided.
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